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December 2016

LAS Annual Banquet Meeting
January 19th 6-8 pm

December Celestial Highlights
Moon
First quarter: Dec 7th 2:04 am
Full moon: Dec 14th 5:07 pm
Third quarter: Dec 20th 6:57 pm
New moon: Dec 28th 11:54 pm
Mercury
Mercury is visible very low in the
southwest in the evening after sunset in
the constellation. It increases in size from
5.6 to 9 arc second and decreases from 0.5 to 2.7 magnitude this month.

Location:

Venus

The meeting will be at Pinocchios, 210
Ken Pratt Blvd #260, Longmont, CO
80501. Event to begin at 6 pm. Agenda
for the evening is officer nominations and
elections for 2017.

Venus is visible in the southwestern
evening sky It increases from magnitude 4.2 to -4.4 and increases in size from 17 to
arc sec in apparent size this month.

Upcoming Events
th

January 19 Annual Banquet Meeting at
Pinocchios 6 pm.
February 4th 6:30 – 8:00 pm
Astronomy Night at Sandstone at the
Sand Ranch Visitor Center. Presentation
followed by star party for the City of
Longmont Recreation Dept. Begins at 6:30
pm.
LAS Meeting February 16th 7:00 pm
Dr. Adam Kowalski – Life in Orbit around
Proxima Centauri.
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Mars
Mars begins month in the constellation
decreases in brightness from +0.6 to 0.9
and size decreases from 6.5 to 5.6 this
month.
Jupiter
Jupiter is visible in the morning sky in
constellation Virgo. It is magnitude -1.8 in
brightness and its disk is 33 arc sec across.
GRS mid transit times this month:
Date

Time

Altitude

Date

Time

Altitude

Dec 13

5:35 am

37°

Dec 29

3:01 am

21°

Dec 19

4:44 am

33°

Dec 31

4:39 am

37°

Dec 26

3:52 am

41°
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Saturn
Saturn won’t be visible until next month.
Uranus
Uranus is in the constellation Pisces; it is
magnitude +5.8 in brightness and its disk
is 3.6 arc sec across
Neptune
Neptune is in constellation Aquarius. It is
magnitude 7.9 and 2.2 arc sec across.

Comets
Comet 237P (LINEAR) and comet
45P/Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova are visible
in the southwest. Best time to view would
be just before 6 pm. Comet 237P is

around magnitude 10.1 and coma is 2.7
arc min in size. Comet 45P increases in
brightness from magnitude 10.9 to
magnitude 6.9 by months end. Its coma
increases from 1.4 to 2.8 arc min across.
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Comet C/2016 U1 (NEOWISE)
The best time to view is about 5:45 to 6
am in the eastern sky. It increases in
brightness from magnitude 11 to 7.3 this
month. Coma is about 3.4 arc min across.

Comet C/2015 V2 (Johnson)
This one is nearly overhead around 5:45
am. It is magnitude 11 increasing to 10.5
by months end. Coma is 2.3 increasing 2.5
arc min.
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Overhead Sky at 9 pm Dec. 15
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LAS November 17th
Meeting Notes

to rendering the image (qualitive side on
the right).

Meeting began at 7 pm. Vern announced
the agenda for the evening and
introduced the club officers who were
introduced: Gary Garzone - Vice
President, Mike Fellows - Treasurer, Chris
Fauble, Board Member, Tally O’Donnell,
Brian Kimball - Board Member, and Vern
Raben - President.
Upcoming event is the Prairie Ridge
Middle School, Nov 29 Star party.

Presentation: “Quantitive Imaging
with a DSLR” by David Elmore.

Lets How I do that to use 6D (modified
6d)
First step is to obtain a raw monochrome
image from a color DSLR image.

Presentation is about how David does
quantitive image processing with a Canon
6d and what he has done with that to
learn how to use the 6D. His objective was
to do polarimetry. This requires doing
sums and differences of images and
dividing by other images. That requires
that you have quantitative images
(images from which values can be
measured) before any processing can be
done. Other uses for this are measuring
stellar magnitudes, sky brightness,
measure performance of your camera, or
analyze data in the images. To do this you
must be prepared to write some software
code.

Zoomed in the raw image appears to have
mottely stuff -- each pixel has different
color to it. Red, green,
and blue pixels make
up a raw monochrome
image.

There are a number of processing steps
involved in obtaining a quantitative image
(shown on the left) and then you move on

Some applications will create raw
monochrome image for you such as
Maxim DL. David uses dcaw (See

In the raw image file
there will be a header
which contains
information to tell a rendering application
the size of the image, how many bits per
pixels there are, and metadata about
color balance, etc.. Also inside the file is a
thumb nail image. Interestingly the real
raw image file is also in the file.
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http://www.cybercom.net/~dcoffin/dcra
w/ )

image and normalized to obtain the gain
correction.

The application reads the raw image file
(such as cr2, nef, arw) and converts it to
raw in tiff or fits format.

Now that we have corrected for flats and
gains the next step is to convert the
image into color.

Step two is to fix bad pixels in the
monchrome image.

The technique used to determine color at
a given pixel is called de-bayering

If you enlarge the raw file you'll see a
number of splotches or bad pixels in
color. If you look at monochorm probably
one. The number of bad pixels increases
with temperature and with exposure
time. There are a number of algorithms
to correct bad pixels. In general the
routine analyzes pixels surrounding the
bad pixel and then corrects it.

Debayering routines can be quite
sophisticated -- function fitting to pixels in
adjacent area etc. Nearby interperlation
seems to work well.

Step three is dark and flat field
correction.
A Canon DSLR is interesting in that a raw
monochrome image has couple masked
areas surrounding the image. Thus you
have a measure in every frame of the dark
level and the bias. The location of these
masked areas is contained in the raw
image metadata.
Gain Correction.
There are a number of ways to take flat
fields to correct for vignetting or dust on a
lense. David takes tee-shirt flats of the
late sunset sky. Computer screen works
well too. Other folks use light boxes and
portrait light reflectors. The monochrome
image is then divided by the flat field

Our eyes respond differently than does a
an image sensor in a camera. We see
things logarithmetically while a camera
does not. For example if something is 10X
bright we might as only 2X. To view these
subtle changes in the image if you can just
apply take a logarithm and then stretch
back out to the original range. This is
used to view images while processing. It
not quantative so we must careful to keep
it separate.
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5. Determine Color Matrix
Each pixel in the camea sensor responds
to the light that comes through the filters
covering it. The filters aren’t perfect so
there is always light leakage from
different color. The red filter lets through
green; green filter lets in some blue, etc.

Take a red pixel for example, it shows
some green and blue too.
You can just subtract values to correct. So
if you plot the response vs frequency you
get curve that looks like the following.

We need to figure how much light from
the image doesn't belong.
The camera vendors have determined
very carefully what these corrections
should be for their standard cameras.

Since we now know response of the pixels
we can come up a correction matrix :

But if you take off the IR filter (which is
done with a modified camera) the factory
calibration doesn't work anymore and we
need to determine what it is. One way to
determine the correction is to simply cut
a slit in a cardbox, place your camera in it
and then measure the response by using
the sun. The camera will show a specturm
like the following:

This lets us correct the values that the
camera sees to what it is out in the real
world. They are mapped one to the other
by a matrix of 9 constants. You end up
with 3 equations which you can then use
to compute the corrected value for each
pixel.
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6. White Balance

Or maybe 1/2 arc tan of ratio of 2 images?

The correction constants were
determined using the sun as a light
source. If we were to take a picture
indoors with light from incadescent
(tungsten) light bulb it would not be the
same.The outside world might have a
different rgb ratio. We know the
correction is right but the world may have
a different ratio, which we can then apply
to correct. Usually with most astrophotos
we just use regular white balance.

For these computations you could use
routines such as IDL, IRAF, Matlab. Also
you could write your own software using
phython c++, etc.

7. Register/Stack/Stitch

A camera exposure setting of 1/30
second compared to ¼ second exposure
you might think the ratio is 7.5 to 1. But if
you look at meta data for the image you
see that all exposures are powers of 2.
The ratio is in this case is 8:1 not 7.5:1.

Quantitative side process for this is still
pretty much the same as most
astrophotographers use. Lots of packages
out there to this, or you can write your
own.

On Sunday, Nov 13th Daystar announced a
new polarimeter. David wrote routines to
do linear polarization calculationsto
produce a couple products. One of them
is the angle of linear polarization.
Other things to be aware of …

You need to keep in mind what you are
photographying. For example example
image of meteor shower. If you were to
stack the images the meteors would
disappear. What you want to do is to take
brightest pixel out of stack to bring out
meteors.
Images can be stitched together into one
big image. This can be done with
Photoshop. David uses program called
hugin. (See
http://hugin.sourceforge.net/).
8. More Processing
What you really want is difference
between 2 images divided by sum?

The same is true of ISO.
You would think that an ISO of 1000
would be 10x more sensitive than an ISO
of 100. If we check the metadata for the
actual value we find that its actually
10.37x.
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different iso have different dynamic
ranges. We can then see what the
response of the camera is from ISO 100 to
ISO 100K.

Take some exposures and figure out how
to get best signal to noise.
You will find that there is uncertainy
(noise) in number of electrons in a given
exposure. The uncertainty is the square
root of the number of photons that came
in. That is a fundamental limit to what we
will get for signal to noise.
Another limit is readout noise of the
camera which varies with ISO.
You also have dark current and there is
noise associated with dark current which
also is the square root of the total amount
of dark current.
Third thing to consider is sky background
as we in cities with significant light
pollution.

The lowest ISO doesn't necessarily give
you the largest dynamic range.
Our goal is to get highest signal to noise
ratio while taking an astrophoto. But
depending upon what we are trying to a
accomplish there are 3 possible goals:
1. Obtain the largest dynamic range for a
single exposure
2. Obtain the largest dynamic range for
given period of clock time (higher ISO for
short exposure)
3. Obtain the greatest sensitivity we can
possibly get

What we can do then is measure the
readout noise using the masked pixels for
every ISO by calculating the standard
deviation of pixels in the masked area.
What you see in that curve is that
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For a Canon 6d:
1. Use ISO 160 for highest dynamic range
with a single exposure (for objects with
large range of brightness like M42)

Conclusions for a Canon 6d:




2. 1250 iso for fixed amount of clock time




For most scenarios
o Pick the readout noise ISO
sweet spot, 640, 1250,
2500, lower for wider
dynamic range.
o Take fewer and longer
exposures* to minimize
contribution of readout
noise compared to dark
noise.
For scenes with a huge dynamic
range, pick a slow ISO such as 160
and adjust exposure time to just
reach saturation.
For the faintest scenes use ISO
5000 and long exposures.
Observe when it is bitterly cold to
minimize dark noise.

* Bad pixels may dominate with
exposures > ~8 minutes. Tracking may
not support long exposures.

3. ISO 5000 iso for the greatest sensitivity
(for very faint objects where you are
limited by dark current)

Business Meeting
It was decided not to have a meeting in
December.
Traditionally the January meeting is our
annual banquet. We’ve had them at
Pinochios the past couple years. There
are new restaurants we could maybe look
at. We are open to suggestions. There are
usually about 30 people; let Mike Fellows
of Vern Raben know if you have
suggestions.
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Officer elections are coming up in
January. Vern gave his annual lecture
about volunteering as an officer.
Remember the more you put in the more
get the more you get out of your
membership. Please think about
volunteering!
Treasurer Report by Mike Fellows
Mike purchased 10 Astronomy calendars
let him know if you want one.

Gary Garzone – Running Man

We now have 77 paid up members.
Mike will be sending out reminder in next
couple days.
Remember it costs $1 more to renew
online.
Library Telescope Project Update
Vern heard back from the Carbon Valley
Regional Library and the planning board
was thrilled at library scope concept. They
would like 8 scopes. Given the area they
cover they should probably have twice
that. This is more scopes than we planned
on. Vern wrote the president of NCAS to
see if they would like to be involved but
he hasn't heard back. We've committed
to do 3 or 4 and we can also put in for
Horkheimer Foundation grant.

Jim Pollock – Crepuscular Rays

Gary Garzone – M1

Meeting adjourned.
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